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are valid and work 100% of the time.You never know when a movie or TV show will get remade, so we have to prepare ourselves when we hear of these rumors. Today, rumors of the Disney+ show “Mortimer” has hit the internet. According to a tweet from a fan of the show (via CBR), it’s a “whodunnit?” show with some detective work for its mystery. Also discussed is the show’s live action
incarnation with an ex-cop who is now the home health care worker for a famous comedian. It’s unclear if the home health care worker is the victim of a crime as well or just the catalyst for the mystery. This all comes from a rumor and a single tweet. But we had to cover it in case it really did happen. First, let’s start with some tidbits about the original show: The show debuted in January of 2018 and
ran for two seasons. The show was inspired by the comic Mortimer Had a Little Lamb. Rob’s character, Michael Mortimer, is a middle-aged playboy who is visited by a variety of guests, some of them more friendly and some of them less so. The show was cancelled after its second season. Rob’s character is played by Robert Smigel. Tim Meadows’ character is a boxing aficionado who is friends with

Michael. The show also features Michael Ian Black. Tim Meadows, Rob Smigel 82157476af
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